Collective Food Production and State Levy.
The description of two villages, Nowo-Shiwotin-
noje and Mochowatka, before and after the revolu-
tion, which gives the data to which reference has
just been made, is a helpful document. The villages
lie in the fertile district of Woronesh near the Don,
not far east of Charkow. Their Kokhoses " Red
October " and " For the Soviet Power " have earned
distinction for their successes. From the data given
we find that the State levy on grain in 1931 was more
than 42 per cent., and in 1932 more than 56 per cent,
of the net production.1 For 1933 Stalin states that
the levy raised from collective farms alone was more
than 16| million tons. In this year of much
improved harvest this levy corresponded to 26 per
cent, of the gross production, or (making, as above, a
deduction of 25 per cent, for re-sowing and feeding)
35 per cent, of the net production.
While a considerable part of the grain production
is thus taken (without compensation) from the land,
mainly to feed the 40 million townspeople, potatoes
and milk are mostly left to the farmers. In con-
sequence they concentrate their efforts on their little
private plots of land (0-25-1 hectare), which by law
are given to them and on which they grow potatoes.
A valuable source of food is the cow—which each
Kolchos family is permitted to own and about 60 per
cent, of the families actually possess—for it yields
According to Mr. Clark it increased only slightly up to
1937, which is the last year on record. Mr. Clark rightly
points out that my estimates for bread and potato con-
sumption are too high.
1 The gram freights of these years give support to a
generalization of these figures.
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